

























































Grau malt, dann ist eine Gestalt des Lebens alt geworden, 
und mit Grau in Grau lässt sie sich nicht verjüngen, sondern 
nur erkennen; die Eule der Minerva beginnt erst mit der 
einbrechenden Dämmerung ihren Flug.”と書いて，人間
の叡智への過信に警鐘を鳴らした。観察者である批評家は
過ぎ去った後に美しく論じることしかできない。“The 












































































て忘れ去られる例も多い。“I have not failed. I’ve just found 









Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegelは，「ミネルバの梟は迫り











 “1” ＋ “1” ＝ “2” （1）
 “1” ＋ “1” ＝ “10” （2）
 “1” ＋ “1” ＝ “1.999999” （3）
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Implication and Implementation of “Connecting” 
Shuichi Iwata
Abstract
　 In human activities, it is required to collect multiple different entities and activities and develop them 
into one integrated “Ba” an ecology of rich semantics, but it is not easy to connect independent 
individual entities and activities and complete them as one “Ba”.  In this paper, the existence to be 
connected and the center of activity are roughly divided into nature and human beings, and the former is 
first tried to be articulated as a set of “connecting” works in terms of science and technology, and the 
results are outlined.  Next, regarding the latter, we will focus on the diverse activities of human beings 
that develop in economic, social, political, and cultural situations, and discuss the work of “connecting” 
while evolving from the former articulation of nature with respect to rationality, integrity, repeatability, 
validity, correctness and other requirements.  This paper is an extremely preliminary study to take on 
the big challenges, but in order to gain a perspective on the future digital society where considerations 
for environmental harmony, risk society and the spread of ICT are inevitable, “connecting” is the core 
for that.  I tried to extract the essential issues and challenges about the work “Connecting” to create 
such an ecological “Ba”.
Keywords:  connect, nature, human, man-made products, data, contingency, necessity, environment,  
risk society
